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T WO O ST RACA

N I CE NO- C ONST ANT I NOPOL I T AN C RE E D
T HE I SRAE L M USE UM 1

WI T H T HE
IN

(Taf. VIII)
Ostracon no.1.
Provenance unknown (Egypt?)

Museum no. 69 74 312
Date : VI -VII ?

In the year 1969 Mr. Walter Herz donated to the Israel Museum in Jerusalem various items of graphic
art and archaeological finds. The archaeological items are now in the store-rooms of the Department of
Classical Archaeology of the Museum; they include an ostracon that has the entire Niceno-Constantinopolitan creed written on its two sides. At some stage (most probably before the gift was sent to Jerusalem) the sherd was read by Mr. Skeat of the Department of Greek Mss. of the British Museum, who
identified the text and suggested that this was a school-exercise, datable to the 6th or perhaps 7th
century.
The ostracon is of irregular size, roughly pentagonal in shape. It measures ca. 19,5 cm across its upper border and ca.
10,75 cm across the opposite lower rim; the height is ca. 15 cm along the right edge (which slants slightly towards the right
as it rises); at the left, the rise is in two parts, the lower measuring ca. 14 cm and the higher ca. 5,1 cm respectively; the angle
between these two sections is ca. 135o (“left edge” and “right edge” refer here to the convex side of the ostracon, i.e. the
outer side of the jar - the “recto” of the text). This must have been the original size and shape of the sherd when it was
written on, as the lines of the text cover the entire surface on both sides from beginning to end; only at the upper rim and the
lower half of the left side has some of the material crumbled off, resulting in the loss of some letters. The sherd was broken
vertically into three pieces at some stage - apparently at a rather recent date - and then glued together again very carefully so
that no letters were lost at the breaks (s.Taf. VIII). Horizontal lines beneath and in l. 2 and l. 5 of the text on the convex side
of the ostracon are ornamental grooves of the original jar. The letters are written in black ink on the greyish clay of the
potsherd. The writing is fluent and gives the impression of a practised hand.The fact that the entire text was fitted onto this
very irregularly shaped sherd is another indication that the writer was well versed in writing.The height of the letters is ca. 5
mm between the lines; letters extending above and/or below the lines are larger, of course; these are: G, K, Z, J, R and
sometimes D and T; T has apices here and there; O and V are sometimes elevated and smaller; O and Y are generally dropshaped; there are a few dashes above vowels (long as well as short ones). The writing slants slightly towards the right. The
letters are clear, well distinguished (with ligatures after G only); they seem to be of the late Byzantine period (6th or early 7th
century) and are somewhat similar in shape and general appearance to Coptic writing of this period.2

The text written on the ostracon under discussion here is that of the Niceno-Constantinopolitan
creed (“C”) which is preserved in the minutes (acta) of the Council of Chalcedon (451 CE).3 “C” is the
authorative creed in East and West alike; it is used in the service of the Mass since the 6th century.4 It
differs from the Nicene creed in several details in the first and in the second article; but the main
difference appears in the expanded third article, which gives predications of the Holy Spirit, confesses
belief in the Holy Church, in baptism for the remission of sins, in the resurrection of the dead and in the
life of the world to come (ll. 24 - 35 on the verso of our ostracon; see text below). The ostracon
discussed here has the entire Niceno-Constantinopolitan creed written on its two sides, half of it on the
convex side, the other half on the concave one.
1 I would like to express my thanks to my friend and colleague, Hannah Cotton, for her generous assistance, and to
Sylvia Rosenberg, Curator of Classical Archaeology at the Israel Museum, for making it possible for me to publish these
ostraca. I am also much indebted to David Wasserstein and to Roger Bagnall for very helpful comments. I alone, of course,
am responsible for the mistakes which still remain.
2 It is of some interest to note that among the items donated by Mr. Herz in 1969 are some, as yet unpublished, ostraca
and pieces of stone with Coptic writing on them (Museum nos. 69 74 373 / 1 - 7 ); they seem to come from a monastery in
upper Egypt; on two of them the letters resemble the letters on the present ostracon.
3 For the exact wording of the text see: E. Schwartz: “Das Nicaenum und das Constantinopolitanum auf der Synode von
Chalkedon”, ZNTW 25, 1926, p. 49; J.N.D. Kelly: Early Christian Creeds, 19793 , p. 297-8. For a full documentation of all
the codices etc.where the text can be found see: G.L. Dossetti Il Simbolo di Nicea e di Costantinopoli , 1967, 264ff.
4 See E. Schwartz (n. 3) p. 51: “ .... da C seit dem VI. Jh. als «das Symbol» liturgisch verwandt wurde.”
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“C” is found also written on both sides of a wooden tablet. The tablet, dating from the 6th century
and originating probably from Oxyrhynchus, is located in the collection of the Catholic University of
Milan (tab.lignea Med.inv. 71.00 A) and was published in 1975 by O. Montevecchi.5 Half of the text is
written on the recto, containing the first article (“We believe in one God ...”) and two-thirds of the
second article (the Christology) up to “ ... and rose again on the third day according to the Scriptures”.
The rest of the text, i.e. the remaining third of the second article, and the whole of the third article, is
written on the verso. It is interesting to note that the ostracon discussed here has practically the same
number of lines as this tablet on the recto, and that the break comes after exactly the same word: (katå
tåw gra-)fåw on the ostracon, (katå tåw) grafåw on the tablet. The text on the verso of the ostracon
takes up three lines more than the identical text on the verso of the tablet. The text on the wooden tablet
is written in “verses”; in fact we find the same division there as the one that is in use until this day.6 The
writer of the tablet was free to choose the length of his lines, whereas the writer of the ostracon had the
length of the lines dictated to him by the irregular shape of the sherd. According to Montevecchi, the
tablet comes from a church and was intended for liturgical use.
Apart from these two epigraphical examples of the complete text of “C” there are a number of
fragmentary remains, one of them on an ostracon, the others on papyrus, ranging in length from about
20 words to more than half of the text:
1) O.Heid. Inv. 419, published by A. Kolb in ZPE 79,1989,253-7 7 dating from the late sixth, or
more probably the seventh century. The sherd has writing on the convex side only, ten fragmentary lines
in all, and, according to the author, is an excerpt written as a school exercise.
2) P.Colon. inv. 684 (= van Haelst 8 718), published by J. Kramer in ZPE 1,1967,131-2, dating from
the fifth century and containing remnants of 7 short lines.
3) P.Oxy. XV no.1784 (= van Haelst 719), dating from the fifth century and containing 6 long lines
(ca. one third of the whole creed).
4) P.Lit.Lond. 239 (=van Haelst 938 ), “amulet” dating from the 6th-7th century.
5) P.Lond. Copt. 155 Fr. 2 (= van Haelst 923), published by A. Kolb in ZPE 79, 1989, 257-60,9
dating from the the late seventh or the eighth century. The tattered papyrus contains remains of 26 lines
on the recto and nine more lines on the verso; it breaks off just before the end of the creed and is
followed by a liturgical text under a coptic title.
6) P.Cairo Inv. 65738, published by R. Pintaudi in ZPE 41, 1981, 283-6,10 dating from the 6th-7th
century, written on the recto only and containing 17 lines. The papyrus was, according to the editor,
intended for liturgical and private use.11
Diplomatic Transcript:
ro

1
2
3
4
5

| I% X%

__
pi!teuomen ei! eina YN pa`tera pantvgratvra
poihthn ouranou kai {h} gh! oratvn kai
__ pantvn
__ __ {kai
pantvn} kai
__ aoratvn kai ei! ena KN IN XN t*v
#ion tou YU ton monoghnhn ton ek tou patro! kai

5 “Il Simbolo costantinopolitano in una tavola lignea della collezione dell’Universita Cattolica di Milano”, Aegyptus 55,
1975, 58-69.
6 See n. 5, p. 65.
7 “Das Symbolum Nicaeno-Constantinopolitanum: Zwei neue Zeugnisse”.
8 Joseph van Haelst: Catalogue des Papyrus Littéraires Juifs et Chrétiens, Paris 1976.
9 See n. 7.
10 “Il Simbolo Niceno-Costantinopolitano in un papiro del Museo Egiziano del Cairo”.
11 See n.10, p. 284-5.
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vo

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

neyenta pro
fv!
__ pantvn tvn aivnvn
__
ek fvto! YN alhyhnon ek YU alhyhnou gene
yenta ou poihyenta omoou!ion tv patri
di ___
ou ta panta egenhtv ton di hma! t*v
ANO% kai dia thn hmethran !vthrian
k`atelyonta ek
___ton ouranvn kai !ar
kvyenta ek PNAmato! agiou kai Ma
[r]ia! th! paryenou kai enanyrvph
!`anta !taurouyenta de uper em*v
epi Pontiou Pilatou kai payonta kai
t`ayenta kai ana!tanta th tri
[t]h` hmera kata ta! gra
f`a!

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

ei! afe!in | amartion
kai anelyonta ei! tou! ouranou!
kai kayizomeno! en dijia tou patro!
v
ei
kai palin erxomenon meta dojh! kri n
zvnta! kai nekrou! ou dh!
___ba!ilia! ou
k e!tai
telo!
kai
e!
tv
PNA
tv agion
__
ton KN kai zvpoion ton ek tou patro!
___
ekporeuomeno! tv !un patri kai UÏV
!unpro!kunoumenvn kai !undoja
!vmenon : to lalh!an : dia t*v
profhtvn { ` `m`ian} e! mian agian
kayolikhn kai apo!tvlikhn ek
klh!ian : omologoumen en bap
ti!ma ei! afe!in amartion
pro!tvkoumen ana!ta!*i
nekrvn kai zvhn tv me
llontou! __
aivno! amhn
† ei! K% mean pi![t]i`n` en bap
ti!m`[a]
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1 ÉIhsoË! Xri!tÒ!
2 ßna, pantokrãtora
3 ırat«n te pãntvn
4 tÚn
5 monogen∞
5-6
ge|nnhy°nta
7 élhyinÚn, élhyinoË
7-8 gennh|y°nta
9 §g°neto, toÁ!
10 ényr≈pou!, ≤met°ran
11 t«n
12 pneÊmato!
14 !taurvy°nta te, ≤m«n
16 taf°nta
19 eﬁ! êfe!in èmarti«n;
these words are out of sequence,12 see discussion below
21 kayezÒmenon, dejiò
22 kr›nai
23 (o)
t∞! ba!ile¤a!
24 eﬁ! tÚ pneËma tÚ
25 tÚ kÊrion ka‹ zvopoiÚn tÚ
26 §kporeuÒmenon, tÚ
27
!umpro!kunoÊmenon
27/8 !undoja|zÒmenon
29 eﬁ!
30 épo!tolikØn
32 èmarti«n
33 pro!dok«men
34 toË
34/5 m°|llonto!
36/7 eÂ! kÊrio! m¤a p¤!ti! ©n bãp|ti!ma
19 eﬁ! êfe!in
èmarti«n

Discussion:
The writer of this ostracon prefixed the text of the creed (ro l.1) with a “Christogramm” and the
confession “Jesus Christ” and also put a “Christogramm” over the verso of the text (l. 19); he further12 I owe this explanation to Prof. R. Bagnall
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more appended the acclamation (vo ll. 36-37) “One Lord, one faith, one baptism”;13 then, as he ran out
of space at the end of the sherd, he continued above l. 20 (v o l.19) “for the remission of sins”.
There are the usual spelling mistakes of the period14: Iotacism; insensibility to length of vowels (ov-ou; e-h); exchange of consonants (d-t; g-k; y-f: for this last see l.16; it is probably a scribal error);
interchange of sibilants (!-z: l. 28). In ll. 25 and 26 there is a – very understandable – error of gender.15
Final n and ! were not pronounced – this often led to loss of discrimination between nominative and
accusative, see ll. 21 and 26; in l. 3 ({h} gh!) the writer apparently, for some reason, inserted the article
(in the wrong case) before the noun; in l. 36 mean (i.e. mian) pistin stands for m¤a p¤!ti!.
There are the usual abbreviations for the nomina sacra, besides also for ênyrvpo! and pneËma these two have false abbreviations (see ll.10 and 12). There are two dittographies (ll.3-4; 29). On the
verso (only) there are a few dots, indicating punctuation or logical pause.16
Who wrote this text, and for what purpose?
The creed was an integral part of the catechetical system of the church. In preparation for the
reception into the church the would-be convert received instruction from the bishop, who recited the
creed and commented upon it in the presence of the catechumens gathered around him; they, in their
turn, had to learn this by no means short text by heart and then prove their knowledge of it by reciting it
in front of the bishop (“give it back to him”: traditio et redditio symboli )17 as part of the preparation for
baptism and its promise for the remission of sins. A “rule of secrecy”18 attached to these procedures in
the fourth century; the theory was that the creed was a secret formula which could not be written down
but must be memorized by heart. However, from the fifth century onward the creed was put into writing
for various puposes, as can be seen, inter alia, from the fragments mentioned above (e.g.: “schoolexercise” - O.Heid. Inv. 419; “liturgical use” - P.Cairo Inv. 65738; “magical purposes”, as an amulet P.Lit.Lond. 239). An ostracon such as the one under discussion here with the entire creed written on it
would have served as an aid to the converts undergoing instruction, for committing the text to memory.
The bishop might have instructed one of the monks (one of his “secretaries”?) to write out the creed and
hand “copies” of it to the catechumens to facilitate the memorizing of the text. The lines added to the
text on the ostracon discussed here, at the end of the creed (ll. 36-37-19), “One Lord, one faith, one
baptism for the remission of sins” may have been intended as a reminder to the convert that he first had
to pass the oral examination in front of the bishop; only after he had successfully proved his knowledge
of the creed would he be admitted to the rite of baptism with its promise for the remission of sins.
Ostraca, as the cheapest writing material and the easiest to come by, were well suited for writing out
copies of the text to be learned. The experienced hand of the writer and the eye clearly practised at
calculating the space needed for writing out the entire creed in a confined space show that this text was
written out over and over again. This seems to support the suggestion given here for the intended use of
the ostracon.

13 Cf. Ep. Eph. 4:5.
14 See F.T. Gignac: A Grammar of the Greek Papyri of the Roman and Byzantine Periods, vol. I (1976); Montevecchi

(n. 6) pp. 62-4; Pintaudi (n. 10) pp. 284-5.
15 The same error occurs in O.Heid. Inv. 419, l. 9.
16 See n.10, p. 284.
17 For an account of such a procedure in Jerusalem towards the end of the fourth century, see the vivid description of
Egeria - O.Prinz: Itinerarium Egeriae (Peregrinatio Aetheriae), Heidelberg 1960, c. 46 (Geyer 97f.): c.46,1: ... et sedent
omnes in giro prope episcopo qui baptidiandi sunt ...; c.46,2: ... similiter et de fide omnia docentur per illos dies; hoc autem
cathecisis appellatur; c.46,3: ... tunc accipient simbolum; cuius simboli rationem ... exponet eis (sc. episcopus); c.46,5: ...
ponitur cathedra episcopo et ibi unus et unus vadet ... et reddet simbolum episcopo. See also P.Maraval : “Égérie - Journal de
Voyage (Itinéraire)”, Paris 1982.
18 disciplina arcani : The mysteries were not supposed to be revealed to the uninitiated; see Reallex. f. Ant. u. Christ.
667-679, s.v. “Arkandisziplin”; see also Kelly (n. 3) p. 168 and169.
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Ostracon no. 2
Provenance unknown.
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Museum no. 87.56.560
Date: early 7th cty?

In the year 1987 the Israel Museum received a donation from Mr. Jonathan Rosen of New York; like the
Herz gift, this one also consisted of different kinds of items.19 Among them is a badly broken pottery
sherd of roughly triangular shape; it has remnants of writing on both its sides; the length of these
remaining lines varies from two to ten letters (s. Taf. VIII). The right edge of the triangle is 10 cm long,
the remains of the left edge 5.5 cm, the remains of the base 4.5 cm. The lower left corner (between the
left edge and the base) was apparently chipped off at a stage subsequent to the breaks at the other edges
(“right” edge and “left” edge refer here, too, as in the case of ostracon no.1, to the convex, or outer, side
of the original jar, containing the recto of the text). The letters are written in black ink on the greyish
clay; they are fainter on the convex side than on the concave one. The height of the letters is ca. 6 mm;
they slant slightly towards the right. The letters are clearly distinguished from one another, the writing is
fluent and evidently written by somebody well versed in writing. They seem to point to the early
seventh century and show affinities with the Coptic writing of the time. Although the text is very
fragmentary, the remains indicate clearly that we have here another example of the Niceno-Constantinopolitan creed (“C”).
Diplomatic transcript :
ro
1
NH
2
FO%
3
YHN
4
OUMOOU
5
EGHNHTO`
6
KAID`
7
KATELYONTA
8
A`RKVYENTA`
9
RIA%TH%[ ¨ `]A`[ ¨`]

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

vo
vacat
vacat (faded)
DIA
%MIA
LI vacat (faded)
OGOUMEN
AFE%INA
OKOUM
R`VNKAI

Proposed reconstruction of the text:
ro
[tÚn §k toË patrÚ! gen-]
1
nh[y°nta prÚ pãntvn t«n aﬁ≈nvn,]
2
foÇ! [§k fvtÒ!, YeÚn élhyinÚn §k YeoË élh-]
3
yhn[oË, gennhy°nta oÈ poihy°nta,]
4
oÍmooÊ[sion t“ patr‹ diÉ o tå pãnta]
5
§gÆnhto [tÚn diÉ ≤mç! toÁ! ényr≈pou!]
6
ka‹ d`[iå tØn ≤met°ran !vthr¤an]
7
katelyÒnta [§k t«n oÈran«n ka‹]
8
[!]a`rkvy°nta` [§k pneÊmato! èg¤ou ka‹]
9
[Ma]r¤a! t∞! [p]a`[ry°nou ka‹ §nanyrv-]
[pÆ!anta !taurvy°nta te …]
vo
10
19

[tÚ §k toË patrÒ! §kpo-]
[reuÒmenon, tÚ !Án patr‹ ka‹ uﬂ“]

The gift included inter alia a mosaic floor inscription of the tabula ansata type from a Byzantine church dating
from the 5th or 6th century, provenance unknown, see my “A Byzantine Mosaic Floor Inscription”, Israel Museum Journal
XII, 1994, 75-78.
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11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

2 f«!

[!umproskunoÊmenon ka‹ !undo-]
[jazÒmenon, tÚ lal∞!an] diå
[t«n profht«n.
eﬁ]! m¤a[n]
[èg¤an kayolikØn ka‹ épo!to]li[kØn]
[§kklh!¤an. ımol]ogoËmen
[©n bãpti!ma eﬁ!] êfe!in è[marti«n. pro!d]okoËm[en]
[énã!ta!in nek]r`«n ka‹ [zv-]
[Øn toË m°llonto! aﬁ«no!]
[émÆn]

2-3 élh|yinoË

4 ımooÊ!ion

5 §g°neto

17 pro!dok«men

Discussion :
The few remaining lines display the same spelling mistakes as found on ostracon no. 1; iotacism and
insensibility to length of vowels are in evidence (see ll. 2, 3, 4, 5, 17). As the original size and shape of
the ostracon cannot be known, the length of the missing lines cannot be accurately reconstructed. It
seems that there are ca. 6-7 lines missing above the remaining lines on both sides, and ca. 5 lines below
l. 9 of the recto; only two lines are missing below the end of the text on the verso.20
Commentary:
l. 5 §g°neto The Nicene creed (“N”) continues after §g°neto with tã te §n oÈran“ ka‹ tå §n tª gª. These words do not
occur in “C”; neither is there space for them on the ostracon under discussion here.
ll. 8-9 !arkvy°nta §k pneÊmato! èg¤ou ka‹ Mar¤a! t∞! … These words are in accordance with the text of “C”. The
Nicene creed does not mention “from the Holy Spirit and the Virgin Mary”, but has !arkvy°nta, §nanyrvpÆ!anta,
payÒnta ka‹ éna!tãnta.21
ll. 12-18 These lines contain the greater part (ca. two thirds) of the expanded third article as found in “C”: the belief in the
Holy Church, the confession of one baptism for the remission of sins and the expectation of the resurrection of the
dead.

The commentary shows that the remaining lines on this badly broken ostracon can be safely
identified as the Niceno-Constantinopolitan creed. It seems reasonable to assume that the ostracon
originally contained the entire creed, just as ostracon no. 1 and the tabula lignea published by Montevecchi.
If the interpretation offered here for the inscription of this creed on ostracon no. 1 is appropriate –
namely, that such an ostracon served as an aid to converts undergoing instruction, to help them
memorize the text – then it may be assumed that the same explanation will equally apply to ostracon no.
2. It may be hoped that further exploration, both in archaeologial digs and in the storerooms of museums
and similar institutions, will bring more such specimens to light.

Jerusalem

Lisa Ullmann

20 On this basis one can estimate that the size of the ostracon with the entire text written on it would have been ca.21

cm x 15 cm.
21 For l. 5 and ll. 8-9 see also Kramer, ZPE 1, 1967, p. 132.

TAFEL VIII

Ostracon no. 1 (recto and verso)

Ostracon no. 2 (recto and verso)

